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 Learning Objectives

 Chapter Goal
To learn about emerging technologies that are likely to impact the future 
of computing

13.1  Explain and give examples of how technology incorporated into 
traditional equipment and electronics improves performance and 
functionality.

13.2  Discuss the possible applications for 3-D printing and displays.

13.3  Explain what role special projects labs play in pushing the technology 
envelope.

13.4  Describe the field of artificial intelligence and list some of its practical 
applications.

13.5  Distinguish between new and emerging computing methods such as 
quantum computing and older computing architectures.

Tracking Down Tech
Back to the Future

Online Resources
The online course 
includes additional 
training and assessment 
resources.
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Making Old Tech New
The term convergence carries many meanings. In the worlds of business and technol-
ogy, convergence occurs when differing technologies and industries merge to form a 
newer, better product or process. For example, Chapter 1 looked at a number of differ-
ent consumer products that now include embedded computing technology, allowing 
consumers to control the products wirelessly via smartphone, among other activities. 
While adding computing and communications technology to small devices brings 
about significant changes for individual users, this section examines a few examples 
of how adding computing technology to larger-scale systems can bring benefits to all 
stakeholders—operators, individual users, and society at large.

The Smart Grid and Smart Power Meters
Until recent years, the electric power grid and home and business power management 
in the United States have lagged behind when it comes to integrating any form of 
computing or communications technology. This lag resulted in part from the daunting 
scale of modernizing power delivery and management infrastructure.
 The power grid consists of wires, substations, transformers, switches, and many 
other types of equipment. As illustrated in Figure 13.1, the first part of the original 
grid infrastructure was built in the nineteenth century. As it grew, and scattered local 
grids became tied together to form a national grid in the twentieth century, the size of 
the grid became a roadblock to modernization. The many millions of residential and 
business customers tied to the grid posed an additional challenge.

13.1

The “Not-Yet-Smart” Twentieth Century Grid

Source: SmartGrid.gov

More than 9,200 electric generating units

300,000 miles of transmission lines

Built in the

1,000,000 megawatts 
1,000,000 megawatts 1,000,000 megawatts of capacity

Figure 13.1

Watch & Learn
Making Old Tech New
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 The old technology in the grid presented a lot of downsides—chiefly, that most 
operations required time-consuming human labor. For example, even though home 
and business locations had long been equipped with meters to monitor power usage, 
individuals known as meter readers had to visit meters on a monthly basis to gather the 
consumption quantities used to calculate customers’ bills. Similarly, workers had to 
manually test lines for proper voltage and inspect equipment of all types for potential 
defects. Power producers (utilities) and grid operators had to plan for anticipated peaks 
in usage and attempt to balance load delivery accordingly, and small failures could lead 
to larger outages called brownouts. In the case of smaller, more local power outages, 
the utilities relied on customers to phone in outage reports and potential causes, such 
as downed trees across power lines. Various inefficiencies in the transmission grid also 
led to leakage, or the loss of some of the power between the production site and the 
customer using the power. In the age of instant performance metrics and immediate 
two-way communications, with many computers and other devices relying on the grid 
to deliver power consistently, the old grid began seeming “not yet smart.”
 All these problems resulted from the fact that the old grid technology worked as 
a one-way system. Power flowed from the utility to the customer over transmission 
lines, but nothing flowed back. While enhancements to increase grid efficiencies were 
made between the 1960s and 1980s, in the early 1990s, operators began to build 
automation into parts of the grid—for example, enabling local substations to manage 
electricity loads automatically. Throughout the 1990s, clean air legislation produced 
a more serious push for cleaner energy sources, as well as cleaner vehicles driven all 
or in part by electricity. The electric industry itself began developing better standards 
for interoperability, automation, and two-way communication across the grid. By the 
late 1990s, the term smart grid was being used to describe the new direction for the 
electric power grid.
 So, what exactly does the term mean? Smart grid refers to the technology being 
added to the electric grid to bring it into the twenty-first century (a process that will 
take at least a decade more), including computer, communication, automation, and 
sensing technologies. The smart grid allows for two-way communication and computer- 
based monitoring and automation of other activities. Much like devices in a regular 
computer network, devices attached to the smart grid can communicate to the utility’s 
network operations center (NOC). Smart grid devices include sensors such as power 
meters, voltage sensors, and fault detectors to gather data, as well as digital commu-
nication capabilities for sending the data to the NOC or another location. (Older 
devices may still use analog communications.)
 Smart grid technology delivers these benefits:

• More efficient electric power production and transmission. When fully 
implemented, the smart grid will be able to manage loads better, calling for 
more power production when needed and directing power to the areas of highest 
demand. Automation enables this to occur with lower operations costs, poten-
tially resulting in lower power costs. Plus, updating or replacing aged and obsolete 
parts of the grid will provide a more efficient energy infrastructure overall. The 
grid will use advanced metering infrastructure (AMI)—basically, a utility Internet 
of Things (IoT)—which combines sensors and other smart equipment to report 
real-time power flow and usage data. (This automation is a form of machine-to-
machine (M2M) communications.) Advanced metering will help utilities better 
manage the flow of electricity based on real-time data from the grid, balancing 
loads as needed and leading to more effective services. The utilities also use 

Video 
The Smart Grid 
and Smart Meters
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cloud-based big data analytics to address power acquisition, project manage-
ment, service interruption avoidance, and more.

• Faster recovery from outages. Smart grid technology can detect and isolate 
outages, and reroute power around an outage where possible. Outage reporting 
from the grid means that utilities can deploy repair crews more rapidly.

• Increased security. The ongoing upgrades to the grid will make it more durable 
in the event of a natural disaster or terrorist attack. Plus, the smart grid can 
reroute power to emergency services first in the case of an event-related outage. 

• Improved ability to integrate renewable energy systems. Renewable energy 
generation systems vary in scale from small residential customer production to 
utility-sized installations in deserts. Because some energy production methods 
(such as wind and solar) vary quite a bit in the amount of power they produce 
throughout each day, smart grid technology helps ensure their uneven power 
loads enter the grid without causing other problems. The Advanced Research 
Projects Agency-Energy (ARPA-E) supports numerous private technology 
projects intended to help connect new energy sources to the 
grid and to provide improvements to grid-tied energy storage 
and monitoring, among other efforts. It has also funded projects 
improving grid reliability and recovery involving microgrid 
controls, as well as grid security projects. (A microgrid is a 
localized subset of the grid that can work as part of the larger 
grid or be disconnected and operate independently.)

• More information and control for consumers. The smart 
grid can work with a smart meter: a device that tracks electric-
ity usage at a residential or commercial customer site and sends 
the meter reading (often over a secure wireless connection via 
low radio frequency) to the energy supplier for billing and other 
purposes (see Figure 13.2). The utility also can turn service on 
and off remotely, saving travel and labor time. Depending on 
the utility and the type of smart meter installed, the consumer 
may be able to see usage details on an in-home display or 
online, though not all services may be offered immediately 
after installation. Some utilities partner with services such as 
MyUsage to give customers an online location for accessing 

From Smart Meter to Free Wi-Fi
Because the electric utility serving a given area needs to 
deploy a secure wireless network to collect smart meter 
data, the utility also could decide to make access to that 
network available for other purposes. For example, the utility 
could allow the local government or its employees to access 
the network using mobile devices to cut down on the costs 
of mobile phone data.
 In 2013, Silicon Valley Power (SVP) became the first US 
utility to take the concept one step further, offering free Wi-Fi 
to everyone throughout the city of Santa Clara, California, for 

low-bandwidth services, such as email and basic browsing. 
(The network doesn’t support high-bandwidth activities, such 
as streaming audio and video and interactive gaming.) The 
network features two channels: a highly encrypted channel 
to transmit meter data and an unencrypted channel for the 
free Wi-Fi data. The public network also takes advantage 
of the wireless infrastructure in the city, which it purchased 
from an older wireless service called MetroFi. More than 
3,000 people took advantage of the service during its first 
week alone.

Hotspot

 Practical TECHThe OpenWay Riva CENTRON smart 
meter, produced by Itron, can calculate 
detailed usage and other data and then 
transmit that data to an electric utility using 
multiple communication methods.

Figure 13.2

A Smart Meter
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Hotspot

power consumption information. By 2016, more than 70 million smart meters 
and related metering devices had been installed for residential, commercial, and 
industrial electric users in the United States. 

 Note that in addition to the electric industry, other utilities also employ smart 
technologies to improve delivery and service. For example, some water and natural gas 
providers also use smart meters to enhance service and reduce expenses.

Smart Cities and Beyond
Cities across the world continue to experience population growth, as people increas-
ingly leave rural areas to seek improved opportunities and different lifestyles in urban 
areas. More people in a city results in challenges that strain a city’s infrastructure, 
because more people means more commuting, more water and power consumption, 
more solid waste to deal with, and so on. 
 Smart city technology uses IoT sensors and communications to gather data about 
various aspects of city activity and services. That data can then be analyzed to provide 
information to residents, often through mobile apps. For example, if you’ve ever used 
a particular city’s app to find an open parking space, pay for parking, or avoid a 
downtown traffic jam, you’ve used smart city technology. Other apps resemble munic-
ipal information hotlines, for example, enabling you to give an on-the-spot report 
of an abandoned car, an overflowing dumpster, a pothole, or a problem with snow 
removal. In some cases, you might also get access to event information or make other 
types of service requests. 
 The concept of a smart sustainable city (SSC) goes even further, adding eco-  
conscious features along with basic smart city technologies out of a concern for 
making sure that growth is sustainable for citizens over the long term. SSC planning 
emphasizes livability factors including society, economy, environment, and gover-
nance. At the resident level, this might entail analyzing data to ensure energy-efficient 
lighting is present for nighttime safetyas well as using technology to monitor the 

Smart Meter Verification
Smart meters should be more accurate than the meters 
they replace. However, all meters need calibration and 
verification. If you suspect that a newly installed smart 
meter may not be properly calibrated, you can start by 
checking that the value for the electricity, gas, or water 
calculated by the meter actually matches what the meter 
reports to the utility company. To do so, look at your last 
bill and determine the first and last days of the next full 
billing cycle. On the first day of the billing cycle, go to the 
meter (usually outdoors, unless the utility company also 
provided an indoor monitoring device), and write down 
the usage number shown on the meter. On the last day 
of the billing cycle, do the same, and then subtract the 
first value from the second to find the total amount of the 
utility consumed. When your next bill arrives, compare the 

amount billed versus what you calculated from your meter 
readings to make sure the values match. If you discover 
and report a discrepancy, the utility company can use its 
own diagnostics and calibration tools to double-check the 
meter function. (Note that this same method can be used 
to check traditional meters.)
 In some cases, a utility company may allow customers to 
monitor and double-check usage via a third-party, in-home 
display (IHD). For example, the Pacific Gas and Electric 
Company enables customers to stream smart meter data 
to compatible devices such as an IHD or a smart energy 
management thermostat. Your power utility should be able 
to provide information about which monitoring devices are 
compatible with the smart meter at your location. 

 Practical TECH
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light’s  operation and energy consumption. For example, Boston allows citizens to 
use several different apps to work with its smart technologies, including one called 
Trashday (Figure 13.3) that includes pickup schedule information and even lets users 
look up which materials can be recycled. 
 Proponents of smart city technology include IBM, which calls its initiative Smarter 
Planet. Among other activities, it has deployed 800 experts in 130 cities worldwide 
through a grant-type program. Alphabet Inc. has a division called Sidewalk Labs that 
was selected by Toronto in late 2017 to revitalize an area of the city from the ground 
up, with technology and sustainability in mind. As part of this ambitious project, 
Sidewalk Labs intends to improve many aspects of urban living, including transporta-
tion efficiency, housing costs, and social and community services.  

Smart Medical Systems and Devices
Prior chapters in this book touched on the fact that information systems technology 
stands poised to be part of big changes in how medical providers gather, store, and 
share patient medical information. For example, doctors and other healthcare profes-
sionals will be able to access patient records from a single source and take advantage of 
online data to help with diagnosis and treatment. The use of computers, tablets, and 
communications technology in healthcare is sometimes referred to as eHealth.
 Newer devices and systems take this concept a step further. Smart medical devices 
with built-in communications capabilities can monitor a patient’s vital signs and other 
metrics in a healthcare facility or at home. These devices include sensors that touch 
the skin, gathering data and automatically transmitting that data to the healthcare 
provider. This mHealth practice employs these medical devices, along with connected 
mobile apps and software, to enhance patient monitoring and healthcare. The smart 
medical devices include various types of sensors continuously collecting data about 
everything from blood oxygen and glucose content to blood pressure. The devices 
connect wirelessly (via Bluetooth or Wi-Fi) or using a cable to a mobile device or PC 
to transmit the collected data.

Figure 13.3

Citizens can use apps 
to make reports or 
find information in a 
smart city.

Tech Career Explorer
Getting Hands-On as an 
Engineer or IT Pro
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 For example, patients with chronic respiratory diseases—such as chronic obstruc-
tive pulmonary disease (COPD), congestive heart failure (CHF), and asthma—
can use a wireless finger pulse oximeter to monitor 
blood oxygen level and pulse. A patient can check 
levels while at home or on the go, and then use the 
device’s built-in Bluetooth to send data to a mobile 
device or PC, sharing it with his or her physician from 
there. Having this technology enables the patient to 
maintain a normal lifestyle, while still providing 
adequate monitoring information to his or her health-
care professional. Other current and future examples 
of medical monitoring devices that communicate 
wirelessly or connect with mobile devices to share data 
with medical professionals include heart rhythm and 
rate monitors, blood glucose monitors, blood pressure 
monitors, body fat meters, and even shirts with heart 
rate sensors woven in the fabric.
 For example, patients with atrial fibrillation (AFib) 
can use the KardiaMobile monitor device along with a 
smartphone (Figure 13.4) to take and display a medical- 
grade electrocardiogram (EKG) in 30 seconds 
by placing two fingers from each hand on the device’s sensors. 
KardiaMobile’s free basic membership plan includes the ability to 
email an unlimited number of EKG readings to the patient’s physi-
cian, saving a great deal of time and cost for both the patient and 
physician, while providing the peace of mind of real-time health mon-
itoring. The KardiaBand is an Apple Watch replacement band; the 
user touches the band’s sensors and the Watch again to capture and 
display the EKG data in less than a minute. The KardiaBand does 
require a paid membership, however. Apple Watch Series 4 also added 
the ability to take an EKG.
 Beyond such small, external monitoring devices, other types of 
smart medical devices in use and in development both within and 
outside of healthcare facilities include the following:

• implantable sensors that perform tasks such as heart rate moni-
toring, blood glucose monitoring, and medication delivery

• robots that monitor patients and even perform surgery
• smart beds and bar coding for home healthcare
• smartphone add-on devices and companion apps for perform-

ing diagnostics in remote areas, such as for eye exams and 
ultrasounds

• equipment for streaming live video of surgeries from one 
location to another for teaching and collaboration

• other smart hospital equipment, such as digital stethoscopes (see 
Figure 13.5), tumor-tracking and radiation delivery systems (such 
as Calypso), and radio frequency identification (RFID) tools

 Each year, the number of health- and fitness-tracking devices sold 
to consumers and professionals continues to increase, and tens of 
millions of Bluetooth-equipped devices are included among them. As 

Figure 13.5

This digital stethoscope, the 3M Littmann 
Electronic Stethoscope Model 3200, pro-
vides noise reduction and recording and 
transmits recorded sounds via Bluetooth 
for later evaluation. The software included 
with the stethoscope also enables visual-
ization of the recorded sound.

A Digital Stethoscope

Figure 13.4

KardiaMobile works with a smartphone to take an EKG. 
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might be expected, for some of these devices to work together, new standards and 
approaches have been developed. (The level of security and privacy called for with 
regard to medical information in part drives the need for new standards.) For example, 
many health- and fitness-tracking devices use the Bluetooth Health Device Profile 
(HDP) standard developed for secure medical device data transmission.
 In 2017, the firm Grand View Research estimated that the mHealth apps market 
would grow to more than $111 billion by 2025, with fitness apps leading the way. 
Some smart devices are supported by multiple apps. For example, the Zephyr HxM 
BT wireless fitness heart rate monitor can be used with compatible fitness apps. Using 
a specific app works great for tracking specific health or fitness information but usually 
doesn’t capture enough detail or handle data consistently enough for overall medical 
monitoring.
 Other systems address the need for a more comprehensive approach to smart 
medical technology. For example, consumers can take advantage of the free 
HealthVault service from Microsoft. Not only can you upload health information to 
your account (including X-rays and other images), but you can also collect records 
for emergencies and other situations (such as when you need to provide a child’s 
medical records to school or for a sports team) and review your overall health picture. 
In addition, you can share your HealthVault information securely with your physi-
cian or other healthcare provider. HealthVault also works with numerous compatible 
apps and smart devices.
 Other free online health records services are available. 
Many healthcare providers such as hospital systems and spe-
cialty practices offer a patient portal, allowing a user to view 
his or her medical records, treatment received, discharge 
instructions, upcoming appointments, and more. Some 
patient portals also allow patients to access their records using 
an app on a mobile device. The Health app in iOS allows 
users to see their medical records from participating hospi-
tals and clinics organized by category, as shown in Figure 
13.6. This app saves the patient the trouble of logging into 
multiple websites and portals to view medical information.
 Other organizations are working to create more compre-
hensive device ecosystems for the use of smart medical tech-
nologies in hospitals and beyond. For example, Qualcomm 
Life has developed the 2net platform to help integrate smart 
medical devices using wireless cellular technology with the 
systems used by healthcare service companies (which manage 
specific diseases, such as diabetes) and healthcare providers. 
Similarly, the Continua Personal Connected Health Alliance 
aims to create an ecosystem of smart medical and fitness 
devices that work together with other health and fitness 
services in the areas of health and wellness, chronic disease 
management, and independent aging. The Alliance doesn’t 
create new standards; instead, it creates design guidelines that 
help to address gaps in existing interoperability standards. It 
operates a certification program, and products meeting certi-
fication are granted the right to display a certification logo to 
help consumers identify them.

Figure 13.6

The Health app in iOS organizes medical 
records from participating hospitals and clinics.

 Practical TECH
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Smart Technology in Transportation
Like the power consumption and healthcare industries, the transportation industry 
provides a ripe arena for new tech developments. As described in Chapter 1, modern 
cars include numerous sensors, as well as software and computing technology. These 
capabilities provide car owners with some useful features, such as greater monitoring 
for problems in vehicle operation. However, vehicles represent just one segment of the 
transportation industry.
 In the trucking industry, for example, hundreds of thousands of trucks consume 
tens of billions of gallons of fuel and move nearly 70 percent of the freight tonnage 
and most shipments of consumer products in the United States. Like a regular auto-
mobile, a truck driven at higher speeds consumes more fuel (not to mention being 
a safety issue), so trucking companies may install electronic engine controls to limit 
drivers’ speeds. Reducing truck speed from 75 mph to 65 mph can improve fuel use 
by 27 percent. Today’s trucks are equipped with sensors, GPS, and other telematics      

Autonomous Cars and Trucks
For many of us, driving has become a necessary evil, get-
ting us to and from our jobs, household errands, and other 
events. But the downsides can add up. Traffic jams. Expen-
sive fuel. Accidents. All of these involve human expense and 
human error. In 2009, Google started a project to address 
the downsides of driving: the self-driving car project, now 
called Waymo. The prototypes of the self-driving (or auton-
omous) cars use sensors, computing, and software to drive 
the cars in place of a steering wheel, accelerator pedal, 
and brake pedal. Numerous other companies, including 
major auto companies, have followed suit in developing 

self-driving vehicles, with some accidents presenting 
challenges along the way. Assuming that these vehicles 
become legal to use in more states and that consumers 
truly want self-driving cars, we may see the 8 million–plus 
autonomous miles that Waymo cars have driven so far 
vastly increased.
 To see a video of one of Waymo’s self-driving cars, go to 
https://CUT7.ParadigmEducation.com/SelfDrivingCar. 
As you watch the video, think about whether you would be 
comfortable traveling in this vehicle.

Cutting Edge

Your Connected Car
Your car’s sensors and onboard computer track a lot of 
data, but what good does it do when you can’t connect 
with it? A number of vehicle adapter devices have emerged 
to enable you to turn your car into a connected car. These 
devices plug into a car’s on-board diagnostics (ODB-II) 
port. (An adapter may be available if your vehicle doesn’t 
have one, depending on which device you purchase.) 
Once installed, these devices seamlessly sync the tracked 
information to a smartphone app or web dashboard. 
These devices typically track your braking, speed, and fuel 
efficiency, calculating how smoothly you drive and whether 

your driving habits consume too much fuel. (At least one car 
insurance provider may give you a discount if you agree to 
use one of these devices.) Some of these devices can track 
trips and fill-ups, which you can even designate as business 
expenses in the app. A car adapter might also track engine 
light diagnostics, include GPS for tracking your car or find-
ing where it’s parked, and offer a crash assistance service 
if the device detects an incident. High-end car adapters pro-
vide even more sophisticated vehicle diagnostics and driver 
tracking, enabling any business or organization to turn its 
vehicles into a sophisticated fleet of connected vehicles.

 Practical TECH

Article 
Computer Engineering
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technology that gather data for real-time analysis to provide further feedback to drivers 
about how they can alter their driving behaviors to conserve fuel, save time, and drive 
more safely. At least one company is developing a fully electric semitrailer, aiming for 
further energy efficiency and other improvements.
 GE and AT&T have partnered to add wireless technology to a variety of trans-
portation and other devices, including jet engines, locomotives (trains), turbines, 
and medical devices. The jet and train engines can communicate data through the 
cloud, providing remote tracking, monitoring, operation, and optimization of these 
machines. GE has also developed a software platform called Predix to provide a 
standard interface for connecting with these intelligent machines and using analytics 
to manage these assets. This type of setup helps reduce downtime by increasing the 
ability to predict needed maintenance, provide fuel savings and other efficiencies, and 
increase transportation reliability.

Exploring Added Dimensions in Print,  
Display, and More
In the last few years, technological developments have accelerated surprisingly in 
certain parts of the computing industry, such as printing and displaying. Objects in 
the world occupy three dimensions: height, width, and depth. Until fairly recently, 
computer printers and displays (monitors) could depict images only in two dimen-
sions: height and width. They simulated the third dimension via color changes and 
shading, much as an artist painting an apple uses shading to create the illusion of 
depth and dimension, simulating the apple’s rounded shape.

3-D Printing
3-D printing has emerged as a practical technology. 3-D printing (3-DP), or additive 
manufacturing, refers to the ability to use printer-like technology to output three- 
dimensional objects using one of a variety of materials. Various 3-D printing methods 
have been in development since the 1980s. The first 3-D printer was created in 1984 
by Chuck Hull of 3D Systems Corp. Predictably, the early 3-D printers were expensive 
and therefore not very widely used. However, over time, the processes and machines 
have evolved and become more mainstream, with entry-level 3-D printers priced at a 

13.2

In addition to GE’s efforts 
to create connected 
transportation machines, 
Rolls-Royce is develop-
ing its IntelligentEngine 
technology that equips 
jet engines with wireless 
technology to allow for 
monitoring performance 
and correcting issues.

Watch & Learn
Exploring Added 
Dimensions in Print, 
Display, and More
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few hundred dollars or so, ranging up to $10,000 to $20,000 or more for professional- 
grade machines. 3-D printing can be used for rapid prototyping, mass customization, 
and a variety of hobbyist applications.
 Just as a 2-D printer prints from a 2-D image (such as a JPEG or TIFF), a 3-D 
printer creates its output based on a 3-D image file (or 3-D model). Many of the 
programs used to produce 3-D files are CAD or CAD-like programs. An early patent 
pertaining to 3-D printing called the process stereolithography; hence, one of the 
most widely used 3-D file formats for 3-D printers uses the .stl file extension. Free 
software for creating 3-D models for printing include the online programs Tinkercad 
(by Autodesk) and SketchUp (by Trimble), and the FreeCAD programs. Commercial 
products include AutoCAD (by Autodesk), Geomagic (by 3D Systems), 3D CAD 
programs (by SOLIDWORKS), the Pro (subscription) version of SketchUp, and 
ZBrush (by Pixologic). Some commercial software providers offer free or discounted 
versions for educators.
 After you create a 3-D file, you can send it to the printer. A 3-D printer includes 
robotic elements. As it lays down the material to create the 3-D object (usually by 
applying many thin layers), either the platform or table where the object rests—or the 
print nozzle (also called the print head or extruder in some cases) moves—to control 
where the printer deposits the material. For some 3-D printers, both the table and 
the print head move. The table also automatically lowers as the 3-D object becomes 
taller. You may see the movement directions referred to as the x, y, and z dimensions. 
Figure 13.7 illustrates the overall process for 3-D printing. In some cases, the object 

STEP 1
A 3-D image is created 
using 3-D software

STEP 2
The �le is sent to 
the printer  

The 3-D Printing Process

Print nozzle

STEP 3
The printer lays down successive layers of material; 
the platform or table where the object rests or the 
print head (or both the table/platform and print head) 
moves in three dimensions to determine where the 
printer deposits material

Figure 13.7

Many 3-D printers create 
an object by depositing 
many layers of material.

Article 
Uses for 3-D Printing

Practice
The Steps  
for 3-D Printing

Video 
How Does 3-D Printing 
Work?
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may require a bit of postprocessing, such as smoothing the surface or 
removing excess material. Each layer in a 3-D printed object can be as 
tiny as 100 microns, so it can take a little time to build an object—
several hours to several days, but this may be much faster than it takes to 
build a unique item with other manufacturing processes, such as forging 
or injection molding.
 Different 3-D printers use different methods to deposit (or fuse) the 
material, and in some cases, the desired type of material for the object 
also determines what type of printer and method should be used. Table 
13.1 describes various materials and methods for depositing the material 
in 3-D printing.
 A variety of manufacturers offer 3-D printers. High-end industrial 
3-D printers used for processes like rapid prototyping are made by 
companies such as Stratasys. Manufacturers of home-, education-, and 
hobbyist-level 3-D printers include XYZprinting, LulzBot (part of Aleph Objects, 
Inc.), MakerBot Industries (a subsidiary of Stratasys), and Ultimaker. Many of these 
manufacturers also offer 3-D modeling software for use with their printer models. 3D 
Systems offers a range of 3-D printers for production, professional, and personal use. 
Home and hobbyist users can use 3-D printers to make decorative items and to make 
replacement parts and other useful items for the home. If you can’t afford a 3-D printer, 
online 3-D printing services such as Shapeways and Ponoko can print your object and 
ship it to you. You also can learn how to make your own 3-D printer at https://CUT7 
.ParadigmEducation.com/RepRap3DPrinter.
 3-D printing is being implemented as a valuable tool in numerous fields and 
industries:

• In the medical field, 3-D printing has already been used to create realistic ana-
tomical models prior to complicated surgeries, so that surgeons can plan the 
best surgical process. Other 3-D printed medical objects have included dental 
and medical implants, hearing aids, prosthetics, and even human skin. 

• In the industrial field, 3-D printing was first used to rapidly prototype new 
products. It is now evolving into a production technique, as demonstrated by 
GE Aviation, which has successfully 3-D printed metal aircraft engine parts. 

• 3-D printing plays a key role in the Maker movement, where people with similar 
interests come together in specific locations called Makerspaces (variations of 
which are known as hackerspaces and fab labs [fabrication laboratories]) to share 
tools and create things together. Some of these locations focus on traditional 

Hands On 
Making a 3-D Design

The MakerBot 
Replicator Mini+ 
desktop 3-D printer 
works by extruding 
layers of filament to 
create the object. 

Printing Molecules and More
A team at the University of Illinois has developed a 3-D 
printer that can print chemicals. After the printer connects 
chemical building blocks in the correct order, a chem-
ical reaction occurs, resulting in a simple, 3-D printed 
molecule. This technology may provide the capability to 
accelerate the process for creating new drugs. Meanwhile, 
the Self-Assembly Lab at MIT has partnered with Strata-
sys and Autodesk to develop a new 4-D printing process 

that creates smart materials. After the 2-D or 3-D object 
prints, the process applies water, heat, light or other simple 
energy input (the 4th D, so to speak) to cause the object to 
transform into another shape. For example, a flat printed 
object might transform into a bag or box, or an object 
might change in shape based on its environment. What 
possibilities do you see for these multidimensional printing 
technologies?

Cutting Edge
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skills, such as learning to sew or knit clothing—using the space’s shared sewing 
machine or knitting machine—or using shared hand tools to make furniture. 
Others focus on the use of technology in the creation process, employing con-
trollers and computers such as Arduino and Raspberry Pi, or digital fabrication, 
which is an umbrella term for employing 3-D printing, computer-controlled 
laser cutting and milling, and other techniques.

3-D Display
Science fiction TV shows and movies have long incorporated holograms as a futuristic 
way to project images. For example, in the original Star Wars movie, the robot R2-D2 
projects a 3-D distress message in the form of a hologram of Princess Leia saying, “Help 
me, Obi-Wan Kenobi.” In the decades since the release of that movie, holograms have 
moved from fiction to fact.
 Early efforts to create 3-D effects for viewers (so that 2-D images appear to have 
depth as in the real world) involved special movie-filming techniques. The audience 
wore special glasses with one red lens and one blue lens to get the effect of depth 
beyond the plane of the screen or monsters and more leaping off the screen. 3-D TVs 
provide a more modern take on the technology, but still 
require the viewer to wear special (and not inexpensive) 
glasses to see the 3-D effect.
 Now, the 3-D technology built into some display 
screens can provide a 3-D effect without requiring 
the viewer to wear special glasses. The Nintendo 3DS 
portable gaming systems, for example, include a stereo-
scopic display that creates the 3-D effect. The user can 
drag a slider on the device to adjust the 3-D depth, and 
the device includes two lenses on the front for taking 
photos with its 3-D camera.
 Holograms take basic 3-D display effects a step 
further. Generally created by splitting laser light, a 
hologram appears as a full 3-D image, either still or 
in motion. The hologram may appear to float, or may 
be projected so it appears positioned on a surface. 

Table 13.1 3-D Printing Methods and Materials

Method Example Materials Description

Extrusion or fused 
deposition modeling 
(FDM)

Plastics, metal (metal wire), 
edible materials (such as 
chocolate), modeling and 
precious metal clays 

Material is applied via an extrusion nozzle; in some cases, 
the material starts out as a plastic or metal wire and is 
fed to the extrusion nozzle and melted for application. 
Patented in the late 1980s.

Granular or powder,  
also called 
stereolithography (SLA)

Thermoplastics, metal and 
titanium alloys, metal powders, 
ceramic powders, and plaster

The printer adds a layer of granules and fuses it to the 
previously applied layer. Invented in 1986. 

Laminated Paper, metal foils, thin plastic 
film

The printer cuts, applies, and fuses layers of the material. 

Light polymer Photopolymer (light-sensitive 
plastic)

The printer exposes specific areas of photopolymer stored 
in a vat to harden it in small increments, and then drains 
off the excess. Another method sprays the photopolymer 
and then light hardens it. 

A hologram projects from a screen as a full 3-D image.
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Hologram technology for smartphone and tablet displays is still under development. 
Ostendo Technologies, a California company, developed tiny, 5,000 pixels-per-inch 
(ppi) projectors capable of creating holographic images. Six of the projectors can layer 
light to create the floating image. The Quantum Photonic Imager (QPI) microchip 
contains micro LEDs, making it possible to layer light and project holograms. The 
chip can control the color, brightness, and angle of each tiny light beam. This technol-
ogy is still under development for commercial applications.
 OTOY, a cloud graphics company, offers its OctaneRender as standalone software 
or plug-ins for other software. OctaneRender enables fast 3-D rendering for still 
images and video. OTOY also has introduced the world’s first portable 360-degree 
holographic video capture system. Those captures can then be published as interactive 
videos viewable on some mobile devices and virtual reality headsets.

Virtual, Augmented, and Mixed Reality
Other ways that computers can add dimension in the ways they display information 
enhance the user experience or visually emphasize critical information. New technol-
ogies aim to create more interactive environments to enhance learning, entertainment, 
and more. 
 The term virtual reality (VR) describes the concept of creating a realistic world 
within a computer. Massively multiplayer online (MMO) games, which can have 
thousands of interacting players, are growing a great deal in popularity. In these games, 
people take on personas and move about virtual landscapes, adventuring and chatting 
with other players. People become friends, are “virtually” married, and in a sense have 
entire virtual lives in a game world. 
 The quality of a virtual reality system is characterized in terms of its immersiveness, 
which measures how real the simulated world feels, and how well it can make users 
accept it as their own and forget about reality. With each passing year, systems provide 
increasing levels of immersiveness. Called by some the “ultimate in escapism,” VR is 
becoming increasingly common—and increasingly real—especially with the use of 
virtual reality headsets. For example, the Oculus Rift virtual reality headset features 
its own tracking technology, so that when you move your head, the virtual world you 
see moves with you and looks natural. This system overcomes the latency—or lag—in 
the displayed image versus, in this case, how quickly the wearer’s head turns. The 
stereoscopic headset gives each eye a separate yet parallel image, much like our eyes 

Projecting Real People
In May 2014, the Billboard Music Awards presented a 
holograph of deceased performer Michael Jackson danc-
ing along with a group of live dancers. The team that put 
together the performance took six months to tweak the 
video and animation used for the holograph and prepare 
compatible choreography. The cost of the brief produc-
tion reportedly was multiple millions of dollars. Hologram 
USA and Musion Das Hologram sued to block the display, 
claiming that their hologram technology was infringed, but 
a judge ruled against them. Similar technology was used 

to create a Tupac Shakur hologram at the 2012 Coachella 
Valley Music and Arts Festival.
 Celebrities and others have enough concerns about 
privacy and use of their likenesses. What are the ethical 
implications of creating 3-D digital images and holo-
grams of living and dead persons? If a hologram includes 
simulated content, who controls that aspect of the image? 
What other concerns do you envision arising from future 
use of this technology? 

  Tech Ethics
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function normally. Other, less expensive VR headsets 
have followed in the market. 
 One limitation is the availability of games and 
other VR content. Developers are working to create 
or adapt more content for VR, including possibilities 
such as enhancing other types of video content—
music videos, movies, and more.
 Instead of being a complete virtual world, aug-
mented reality (AR) combines physical, real-world 
content with computer information such as graphics, 
video, GPS data, sound, or your own writing or 
drawing. The popular Pokémon GO mobile app 
remains a leading example of AR in action. The game 
uses your smartphone camera and GPS capabilities. 
As you move around outdoors, your GPS position is 
displayed on your phone on an abstracted map that 
also shows the location of nearby Pokémon. When you 
get close enough to interact with a virtual creature, the 
camera on your phone activates and lays the computer-generated Pokémon character 
over the real-world image onscreen. The GIPHYWorld app enables you to have fun by 
adding moving characters into your videos or still images. 
 Other AR apps have more practical applications. For example, there are apps that 
you can use along with your smartphone camera to measure lengths or angles (includ-
ing checking how level an object is) in the onscreen image, such as measuring the 
dimensions of a room. (Some even let you export the information for use in 3-D 
software such as SketchUp, mentioned earlier.) If you have a serious hobby, there may 
be an AR app for it. For example, some astronomy apps can overlay star charts of the 
current onscreen view of the sky. AR also has business and industry applications. For 
example, AR might be used along with street imagery to find local dining and enter-
tainment, as shown in Figure 13.8.
 Mixed reality (MR) merges aug-
mented aspects of real and virtual worlds, 
creating real-time interaction. Full MR 
requires a headset, though there are some 
environments that simulate MR, such 
as the Mixed Reality Viewer built into 
Windows 10. Among other possibilities, 
MR enables you to add a moving, virtual 
3-D model into the real-time imagery 
being captured by your computer or 
device’s camera. In some cases, you can 
even interact with the 3-D model, which 
gives MR potential for applications in 
education and training. For example, a 
team of remote workers might be able 
to use MR to enter a virtual space to 
interact, or students might be able to 
interact with virtual content to complete 
an assignment. 

Use Your Smartphone as a VR Viewer
Google invented a novel, inexpensive way to make VR 
accessible to more users. Called Google Cardboard, it’s 
a simple add-on that turns your smartphone into a VR 
viewer. The original models used only folded cardboard 
and inexpensive lenses. You can buy inexpensive kits 
for cardboard viewers on the Google Cardboard web-
site starting for as little as $6 or so, or also buy slightly 
more pricey and durable plastic models. You also can 
find instructions and templates online for “folding your 
own” Cardboard viewer. The Cardboard website also 
helps you find apps and videos that work with the 
Cardboard viewer.

Practical TECH

Figure 13.8

Augmented reality apps combine real-world imagery with overlayed 
information.
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Pursuing Innovation through Special  
Projects Labs
You might think that technology companies emphasize research & development 
(R&D): the process of creating and commercializing new technologies and products 
for new markets. While most tech companies do have substantial R&D budgets, the 
need to conform to business factors such as limited budgets and sales targets can leave 
some product developers feeling stifled and less than creative.
 To work around organizational constraints, some companies create a skunkworks 
operation, which is a more loosely organized team allowed to pursue extreme innova-
tion—often operating not only outside the corporate rulebook but also in a separate 
location away from a main corporate campus. Lockheed Martin created its Skunk 
Works project during World War II, leading to the origin of the term. Hewlett-Packard 
and Apple, notably, have employed skunkworks teams, including the team that devel-
oped the original Macintosh computer.
 A special projects lab is the modern take on a skunkworks operation. Typically 
larger and a bit more formal than a skunkworks, a special projects lab occupies the 
forefront of R&D efforts for such companies as Alphabet Inc. and Facebook.

X
The self-driving car you read about in the section “Smart Technology in Transportation,” 
on page 573 is a technology that emerged from the X Development LLC (formerly 
Google X, and still typically referred to as X) lab division of Alphabet. Figure 13.9 
shows a smart contact lens originally developed at X and now graduated for further 
development by Verily, Alphabet’s life sciences division. It was designed to help people 
with diabetes monitor their blood glucose levels with a tiny monitoring sensor and a 
wireless chip. This lens may eventually include LED warning lights to alert the wearer 
about unsafe blood glucose levels. X’s Project Loon developed technology using hot air 
balloons to provide internet service to everyone, starting with people in remote areas. 
This project has also graduated into a separate entity named Loon LLC. The Makani 
energy kites project remains in development at X. These ground-tethered aerodynamic 
wings operate 1,000 feet in the air to harvest energy using eight rotors spun by the wind.
 X generally operates with a great deal of secrecy from a location off the main Alphabet 
campus. However, tech and business media frequently report news about X projects. 

13.3

Tech Career Explorer
Seeking a Job with 
Google

Hotspot

Figure 13.9

This smart contact lens 
will help diabetics monitor 
blood glucose levels.

A Smart Contact Lens

Watch & Learn
Pursuing Innovation 
through Special 
Projects Labs
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Other Labs
Other organizations may have a general special projects lab like X, or they may establish 
a more limited projects lab to tackle a particular goal. For example, in 2014, Facebook’s 
CEO, Mark Zuckerberg, announced that the company’s Connectivity Lab was working 
with partner companies to use satellites and solar-powered, high-altitude drones to bring 
internet connections to areas lacking them—a goal very similar to that of X’s Project 
Loon. The Connectivity Lab is part of the Facebook Research division, which investi-
gates topics such as artificial intelligence, machine learning, AR, and VR.
 Joining the rush to push technological limits, Microsoft’s Research division 
announced its own Special Projects Group in 2014. Rather than focus on pushing the 
limits of software and other computing technology specifically, this group planned to 
take the lead on “disruptive” next-generation technologies—those intended to benefit 
both the creating company and society. The Microsoft Research (MSR) division has 
already developed applications for see-through 3-D display technology.
 In addition to special projects labs, many leading technology companies have 
policies, programs, and events that encourage employees to explore ideas and inno-
vations solo or in small groups. Employees can experiment with personal projects to 
keep creativity stimulated, or develop concepts or prototypes that might become viable 
products or services. For example, Microsoft further encourages innovation by inviting 
its employees worldwide to bring their ideas to the Microsoft Garage. Among other 
programs, the Garage provides hacking and making spaces, including talks on new 
technologies such as Microsoft Bot Framework. The Garage also enables small teams 
to test experimental projects. Other companies may give employees sabbatical time to 
pursue projects, allow employees to “float” for temporary sit-ins with other teams, host 
hacking events, and more.

A Wirelessly Powered Future?
In the late 1800s, inventor Nikola Tesla began docu-
menting and experimenting with the notion that elec-
tricity could be transmitted without wires, a theory that 
had been advanced by others earlier in the 1800s. One 
of his designs involved using a giant Tesla coil, a device 
he designed that could produce alternating current 
(AC) electricity at high voltage and a low current. The 
idea was to have the coil generate and send a sort of 
“plasma stream” up into the ionosphere to charge or 
power it, from which users could connect some type of 
pole topped with a metal conductor plate and grounded 
to a land-based transformer to direct the power down 
to where it was needed. Tesla built a massive Tesla coil 
called Wardenclyffe Tower, but he lost his funding before 
he could complete the project, and abandoned it. Others 
tested Tesla’s concept decades later to no avail.

 Tesla’s dream of a global wireless power grid remains 
a topic of research in the scientific community. Multi-
ple methods for transmitting electricity wirelessly have 
been tested over time, including inductive coupling, 
capacitive coupling, magnetic resonance coupling, 
microwaves, and lasers. (Today’s Qi and PMA wireless 
device-charging standards use inductive charging.) In 
2017, researchers at Stanford University built on 2007 
efforts at MIT and used magnetic resonance coupling 
to transmit electricity wirelessly to a moving LED light. 
In order to open the technology up to practical uses, 
researchers need to scale up their solution to greatly 
increase the amount of electricity being transferred and 
the distance it can travel. One day, it might be possible 
to feed solar energy to coils buried under a road, which 
could then charge an electric car—with another set of  
coils embedded in the bottom—as it drives along.

Hotspot
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Pushing the Limits with Artificial Intelligence
In the nineteenth century, American writer Edgar Allan Poe exposed an elaborate 
hoax: a supposed chess-playing machine that had a small man concealed within it. 
Poe was outraged by the idea that a machine could exhibit a “spiritual” quality like 
intelligence and confidently predicted that no real chess-playing machine would ever 
be built. But time proved Poe wrong. In the summer of 1997, a supercomputer built 
by IBM and named Deep Blue defeated the world champion chess player Garry 
Kasparov. Chess programs good enough to beat the average player are today available 
for use on personal computers. In 2011, Watson (another IBM supercomputer) won 
the Jeopardy! TV game show against two of the most successful players in the history 
of the show.
 Are today’s chess-playing programs and the machines on which they run intelli-
gent? Can any machine properly be called “intelligent”?
 These are deep and hotly debated questions. Over half a century ago, the brilliant 
English mathematician Alan Turing proposed a procedure for answering such ques-
tions. Turing called his procedure the Imitation Game, but today it’s widely known 
as the Turing Test. Here’s what Turing suggested: Imagine two rooms, one containing 
a computer and one containing a human being. Outside these rooms sits a person 
who asks questions (perhaps by typing them at a keyboard) that are answered by the 
computer and by the human being. The questioner attempts to determine which 
respondent is a person and which is a machine. If the questioner can’t tell the differ-
ence, the Turing Test states, then the computer must be considered intelligent. Some 
experts claim that the Turing Test has been met at least once by a supercomputer. 
 The artificial intelligence (AI) computing field has fueled the continual effort 
to create faster and more powerful machines. The goal of AI is to develop computers 
that can perform functions normally reserved for humans: thinking, talking, seeing, 
feeling, walking, and learning from their mistakes.

AI Technology Trends
Current AI development trends toward limited, focused applications. Rather than 
attempting to perform the broad range of tasks humans can perform, modern AI 
systems focus on simulating specialized human functions. Instead of focusing on 
replacing human capabilities, those in the AI field work on technologies and tools 
for augmenting human capabilities. Figure 13.10 illustrates the three primary areas of 
artificial intelligence applications: cognitive science, natural interfaces, and robotics.

13.4

Is It OK to Turn Decision Making Over to Machines?
From 2001: A Space Odyssey to the Terminator and 
Matrix movie series, the science fiction movie industry has 
provided many examples of computers taking over, with 
fearful results for humans. Both the Terminator and and 
Matrix series predicted that intelligent machines would 
turn on humans, with much of the planet devastated by 
machine-human war. In the film Ex Machina, an AI robot 
kills her creator and traps a friendly programmer when 

she escapes to enter human society. Can you identify any 
real-world instances of computer intelligence being ben-
eficial, such as the ability for the Siri feature in iPhones or 
Cortana in Windows 10 to provide information in response 
to questions? Are automation and other forms of comput-
erized decision making and activity beneficial for humans, 
or things to be concerned about?

  Tech Ethics

Watch & Learn
Pushing the Limits with 
Artificial Intelligence
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Cognitive Science Applications
Cognitive science is the study and simulation of the human mind, and is the area most 
commonly thought of when considering AI. Based on biology, neurology, psychol-
ogy, and other disciplines, it focuses on researching how the human brain thinks and 
learns. Major types of applications in this area are intelligent agents, expert systems, 
data mining, genetic algorithms, fuzzy logic, neural networks, and machine learning.

Intelligent Agents The use of an intelligent agent (sometimes called a software robot, 
or bot) is increasing in popularity. This technology provides an intuitive assistant (agent) 
that can utilize knowledge based on past experience and predictions of likely future 
behavior. The intelligent agent can then use that knowledge to assist computer users.
 Agents have the general goal of reducing a difficult task to a few simple mouse 
clicks that can be completed quickly. They aid users by advising them of the differ-
ent options available for performing tasks, and by taking them step by step through 
the process.

Expert Systems Another common application of AI techniques is expert system 
software. As described in Chapter 10, an expert system attempts to embody human 
expertise in a particular field, such as law or medicine. Because the expert system 
might encompass the knowledge of an entire group of experts, the software theo-
retically “knows” more than any single luminary about a specific topic. Most expert 
systems work by questioning the user and then drawing a conclusion from the infor-
mation provided. If the computer is given enough information, it can sometimes offer 
several possible solutions to a problem. Since an expert system can be easily copied 
and distributed, the knowledge it possesses can be made widely available.
 Recognized authorities in a specific field of study develop expert systems with the 
help of a knowledge engineer: a programmer who specializes in building knowledge 
bases, each consisting of a set of rules that the computer will try to prove or disprove 
by asking a battery of questions. An inference engine enables the expert system to 
draw deductions from the rules in the knowledge base in response to user input.

Figure 13.10

  Tech Ethics
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Data Mining Recall from Chapter 12 that the core idea of data mining is to find 
new patterns in the masses of data stored in corporate databases and other large col-
lections of data, such as social media posts. When viewed as a mountain of market 
research that has already been gathered and paid for, a large database has untapped 
value. Rather than going out and paying for a survey to see if a new product might sell 
to a given customer demographic, why not sort through the existing data to see how 
those customers reacted to similar products in the past?
 Large financial institutions, for example, use data mining to provide more care-
fully targeted marketing and pricing of financial products, such as home loans. By 
sifting through masses of existing data concerning customer purchasing patterns, a 
bank can determine with good accuracy whether a new offering will succeed or fail.

Genetic Algorithms Using a genetic algorithm to solve design problems rep-
resents a new application of an old process. The idea is to apply a Darwinian (survival- 
of-the-fittest) method to problem solving. This technology uses a computer to create 
thousands or even millions of slightly varied designs, and then tests and selects the 
best of them. This ensures, for example, the best solution to the curvature of a jetliner 
wing, the structure of a walking robot, and almost any other design task.
 The best of these programs have evolved to another generation, where more 
random variations (called mutations) are made. For further enhancement, this selec-
tion process uses a crossover, which means the most successful mutations are mixed 
to produce a new generation of “offspring.”
 For example, in the case of generating a path for a walking robot to follow, the 
system might start out with a pool of a specific number of solutions. An evaluation 
or sorting chooses the most successful designs for new mutations, producing cross-
overs by mixing together the traits of the “survivors.” With each new generation of 
paths, only the best paths will survive. After several generations, one or a handful of 
the best solutions remains. Developers have been able to use this approach to quickly 
simulate thousands of iterations of designs or other solutions, saving countless hours 
of failed effort.
 Interestingly, the use of a genetic algorithm frequently produces solutions to 
problems that programmers hadn’t anticipated. This technology is now being applied 
to business problems as an aid in business-model decision making.

Fuzzy Logic The oddly named fuzzy logic branch of AI attempts to model human 
reasoning by allowing for approximations and incomplete input data. Instead of 

Sensors, Sensors, Sensors
The growing use of sensors, chips, and RFID to gather and 
transmit information continues to be a technology trend. 
In a world that will soon have billions of sensors, massive 
computing intelligence will be required to make sense of 
all the data. The effort pays off, because all this data and 
sensor information can be used to make everyday life 
more productive and safe. For example, after the I-35W 
St. Anthony Falls Bridge in Minneapolis collapsed due to 

maintenance issues, resulting in the death of 13 people, 
efforts were made to enhance the safety and efficiency 
of the bridge during rebuilding. The new bridge features 
more than 300 sensors that monitor corrosion, stress, 
and bridge movement. They also monitor weather condi-
tions and trigger an anti-icing system when needed. The 
resulting data, monitored by engineers, supplements visual 
inspections for improved maintenance and safety.

Cutting Edge
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demanding precise yes/no or numerical information, a fuzzy logic system allows 
users to input “fuzzy” data. The terminology the system uses is deliberately vague: very 
probable, somewhat decreased, reasonable, or very slight. This vagueness is an attempt to 
simulate real-world conditions, where precise answers are hard to come by. A fuzzy 
logic system attempts to work more naturally with the user by piecing together an 
answer in a manner similar to what a traditional expert system does. Fuzzy logic SQL 
database queries seem significantly more human than traditional queries, as illustrated 
in Table 13.2.

Table 13.2 Comparison of Traditional SQL Query  
and the Equivalent Fuzzy Logic Query

Traditional SQL Fuzzy Logic SQL

Select * From Customer Where
Customer.PurchaseTotal > $100,000
and Customer.Collections = False
and Customer.Profit >= $10,000

Select * From Customer Where PurchaseTotal 
is high to very high and Collections are 
reasonable and Profits are good to very high

Neural Networks A neural network simulates 
the physical workings of the human mind, and 
presents the ultimate attempt to model human 
intelligence. While the human brain has in excess of 
100 trillion neural connections, a computer-based 
neural simulation is much smaller. Today’s largest 
neural network systems are composed of  well more 
than 100 billion neural connections. They operate 
in much the same way as a human brain. A neural 
network generally starts off with only an input 
source, some form of output, and a goal. The system 
will learn by trial and error how a desired output 
affects the input. For example, consider calculating 
how much pressure should be applied to brakes to 
stop a car. The input is the pressure on the brake, 
the output is the deceleration rate of the vehicle, and the goal is to stop the car. Using 
this test and feedback system allows the neural network to learn how to stop a car.
 One benefit of neural networks is their simplicity; most have very few options 
once they are set up. The most important option is the “gain,” which controls the 
change rate of the firing threshold of the neurons. This in turn controls how quickly 
the system will learn or unlearn something.

Machine Learning The term machine learning refers to an AI system that can 
learn from data. A system using machine learning learns via representation, or eval-
uating similar instances that occur in known data. It then applies that learned infor-
mation to make generalizations when confronted with new data. In other words, a 
machine “learns” by taking what it identifies in prior data and applying that informa-
tion to future data.
 For example, IBM’s Watson supercomputer uses machine learning to improve its 
performance. Watson’s success in besting its Jeopardy! competitors encouraged IBM 
to explore meaningful uses for the supercomputer’s capabilities. Now, IBM enables 
organizations in the healthcare, finance, and retail fields—as well as governments and 
researchers—to take advantage of Watson’s capabilities. 
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 Deep learning pushes even further into the search for artificial intelligence. In 
deep learning, the computer learns using data representations rather than specific 
task algorithms. Even as AI expands into deep learning and beyond, some are skep-
tical that machine abilities will ever supersede human abilities. Known as Polanyi’s 
Paradox, this is the idea that humans know more than we can tell because we rely 
on intuition and other tacit knowledge, so how could we ever define a system that 
surpasses our own capabilities? As for the Turing Test, some AI experts assert that this 
paradox has already been solved, as noted earlier in the chapter.

Natural Interface Applications
Another major area of artificial intelligence has the goal of creating more of a natural 
interface between humans and machines. Currently, computer users are restricted, 
in most instances, to using a mouse, keyboard, or touchscreen for input. For output, 
they must gaze at a fairly static, two-dimensional screen. Speakers output sound, and a 
printer outputs hard copy. The user interface consists of typing, pointing, clicking, and 
tapping. Improving speech recognition and natural language technologies promise to 
change that soon.

Speech Recognition One of the most immediately applicable interface improve-
ments comes in the area of speech recognition. Rather than typing information into a 
PC or tapping the screen of a mobile device, users can direct the computer with voice 
commands. Having a computer that can take dictation and perform requested actions 
is a real step forward in convenience, accessibility, and potential.
 Speech recognition technology developed rather slowly at first, mainly because 
the typical PC didn’t have the necessary speed and capacity until recently. Windows 
contains speech recognition capabilities that require a microphone along with the 
system sound card to operate.
 The voice recognition built into Siri and other intelligent personal assistants 
enables the user to ask search questions and request that the software completes the 
desired task. Most smartphones also enable the user to dictate text messages and other 
types of content, rather than inputting it using a keyboard or touchscreen. More and 
more PCs and devices include speech and voice recognition technologies of all types. 
Many in-car control systems also include voice recognition for such tasks as using the 
navigation system, using the entertainment system, and making hands-free calls from 
a smartphone connected via Bluetooth.

Natural Language Interfaces It would certainly be helpful if every computer 
or device could always communicate using spoken English or Japanese, or any of the 
hundreds of other languages currently in use around the world. It’s almost certain 
that in the not too distant future, computers will be able to read, write, speak, and 
understand many more human languages. Language translators already exist, and they 
are getting better all the time. For example, Facebook can translate posts from one 
language to another on demand. Programmers are also looking forward to a human 
language–computer interface. With a better interface, programmers will be able 
to describe what they want using natural (human) language, rather than writing 
programs in the highly structured, restrictive, and rather alien programming lan-
guages in use today.
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 IBM’s Watson also employs natural language processing techniques to better 
understand the nuances of human speech. Traditionally, getting computers to under-
stand human language required manually manipulating the speech to make it com-
prehensible to the computer’s algorithms. Watson, however, processes and responds 
to information more like a human does and even learns as it goes. When Watson 
receives a verbal question, it breaks the information in the question into smaller parts 
and searches its databases for answers, which it then pieces back together to form a 
response. While searching databases is a relatively easy function for a computer, the 
programming challenge is in getting the computer to understand exactly what to 
search for. 
 When you use a smart speaker to ask questions and give voice commands to 
the intelligent personal assistants you read about in Chapter 1—Alexa, Google 
Assistant, Siri, and Cortana—you are experiencing how a natural language interface 
works (along with voice recognition, as noted above).
 A natural language interface is an area of AI that’s broader in scope than simple 
speech recognition. The goal is to have a machine that can read a set of news articles 
on any topic and understand what it has read. Ideally, the machine will be able to write 
its own report summarizing what it’s learned. In natural language processing (NLP), 
a person might interact with a computer by either speaking or typing sentences. One 
type of intelligent agent that uses AI is a chatbot (or chatterbot). This type of computer 
program simulates intelligent conversation with the user through either spoken or 
typed inputs and responses (see Figure 13.11).

Mental Interfaces Some interfaces take things a bit further than voice recognition 
or natural language processing, and they don’t even require the user to click a mouse, 
speak a word, or tap a finger. A mental interface uses sensors mounted around the 
skull to read the different types of waves or power spectrums the brain gives off, also 
called electroencephalogram (EEG) activity. Thinking of the color blue might be used 
to move a mouse pointer to the right, or thinking of the number 7 might move it 
to the left. The computer measures brain activity and interprets it as a command, 

Hands On 
Using Natural Language 
with a Chatbot

Figure 13.11

Organizations can create their own chatbots for the Slack collaboration platform. These 
bots can act and reply in response to basic commands and questions that you type in using 
regular, natural sentences.
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eliminating the need to physically manipulate the mouse to move the 
screen pointer. This technology has obvious applications for assist-
ing people with disabilities, and military researchers are using it to 
produce a superior form of interface for pilots. 
 NeuroSky has developed portable EEG biosensors that trans-
late brain activity for interacting with education and entertainment 
programs for adults and kids. Its products use brainwave algorithms 
to digitize analog electrical brainwaves, and then amplify and process 
those brain signals into device input. For example, its MindWave 
Mobile 2 device, which is compatible with a number of other 
portable devices, includes a headset, an ear clip, and a sensor arm 
with an EEG electrode that rests on the forehead. You can purchase 
various apps for the device to assist with learning, meditation and 
relaxation, entertainment, and more.
 Another technology called brain-machine interface (BMI) converts 
nerve impulses from the skin (through one or more armbands with 
microchips and electrodes) into computer commands, without the 
user physically touching the device.

Robots as Androids
The science of robotics—creating machines capable of independent movement and 
action—has a place in robotic factories. Such factories are becoming increasingly 
common, especially in heavy manufacturing, where tolerance of repetitive movements, 
great strength, and untiring precision are more 
important than flexibility. Robots are especially 
useful in hazardous work, such as defusing 
bombs and handling radioactive materials. They 
also excel in constructing tiny components, 
such as those found inside laptops, which are 
often too small for humans to assemble.
 Some people think of a robot as it is por-
trayed in science fiction, which generally depicts 
it as an android, a simulated human. Most real 
robots don’t look human at all, and judged by 
human standards, they also aren’t very intelli-
gent. The task of creating a humanlike body has 
proved incredibly difficult. Many technological 
advances in visual perception, audio percep-
tion, tactile perception, dexterity, locomotion, 
and navigation need to occur before robots that 
look and act like human beings could “live” and 
work among us.

Visual Perception Visual perception is 
an area of great complexity. A large percentage 
of the human brain is dedicated to processing 
data coming from the eyes. Sight is the primary 
means through which many of us understand 
the world around us.

Article 
Drone Revolution

Robots are particularly useful in heavy manufacturing 
environments requiring repetitive movements, great strength, 
and untiring precision.

 Practical TECH

This headset from NeuroSky reads 
brainwave activity, digitizes it, and uses it 
to work with compatible apps such as a 
brainwave visualizer.
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 A single camera isn’t good enough to simulate an eye. Two cameras are needed to 
provide stereoscopic vision, which allows perception of depth and movement. Even 
with two cameras, visual perception also involves understanding what the cameras are 
seeing. Processing the image is the most difficult part. For a robot to move through a 
room full of furniture, it must build a mental map of that room, complete with obsta-
cles. The robot must judge the sizes of objects and the distances between them before 
it can figure out how to move around them.
 Building a mental map of a room is just the tip of the iceberg in visual perception. 
How will a computer learn to recognize a single human face among thousands of 
faces, or recognize an emotional state portrayed on a human face? How will a robot 
read road signs that are flashing by a moving vehicle?
 Although considerable work must still be done to solve all these problems, rapid 
strides are being made in many areas. For instance, in Las Vegas, computers analyze 
the faces of patrons as they enter casinos and attempt to match their faces with those 
of known cheaters. Increasingly, airports are adopting computerized facial recognition 
(CFR) systems to protect against terrorism, and some countries are using this tech-
nology for surveillance in public areas. And recently, X organized 1,000 computers 
with 16,000 computing cores into an AI system, and then let the system evaluate 10 
million YouTube video stills to learn how to identify cat faces in the images.

Audio Perception Audio perception is less complex than visual perception, but no 
less important. People respond to audible cues about their surroundings and the people 
they are with without even thinking about them. Listeners can determine someone’s 
emotional state just by hearing the person’s voice. A car starting up when someone 
crosses the street prompts the walker to glance in that direction to check for danger.
 Identifying a single voice and interpreting what’s being said amid accompanying 
background noise is among the most important tasks for human beings—and the 
most difficult. Imagine the confusion of a computer program trying to do this in 
a noisy classroom, where several students and an instructor are all talking at once. 
Which set of sounds will it listen to? How will it pick out the correct voice to obey? 
Programmers and technology still have a long way to go before computers will be able 
to handle problems like this—problems that are easily handled by humans, even when 
they are only a few years old.

Robots at Your Service
Some companies have developed and deployed robots 
to assist with customer service and other functions. 
For example, Lowe’s has introduced its LoweBot in San 
Jose, Califormia. LoweBot can understand simple ques-
tions asked in multiple languages and navigate the store 
to find products. As LoweBot moves through the store, it 
scans and monitors inventory in real-time, helping detect 
patterns for product restocking and other decisions.
 In a hotel room and need a toothbrush, fresh towels, 
or a cup of coffee? Make a call to the front desk, and the 

Botlr robot might make the delivery to your room. Robot-
ics startup Savioke created these autonomous robots, 
which can even navigate an elevator. These robots have 
been operating successfully in some California hotels. 
 In addition to serving customers, LoweBot and Botlr 
free up human staff members to focus on more import-
ant tasks and customer service requests that require 
more detailed assistance.

 Practical TECH
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“We Can Rebuild Him, We Have the Technology”
If you’ve ever heard the intro for an episode of the popular 
mid-1970s TV series The Six Million Dollar Man (clips 
are available on YouTube), you’ll recognize the title of this 
Cutting Edge section as a quote from that narrative. The 
series followed Steve Austin, an astronaut who suffered 
catastrophic injuries during an experimental aircraft crash. 
His handlers rebuilt him with bionic implants for his right 
arm, legs, and left eye. His bionics enabled him to run at 
60 mph, lift heavy equipment, and zoom his sight 20 times 
or use infrared vision. For this reason, fans often called the 
series and the character “The Bionic Man.” Steve Austin’s 
subsequent exploits as a secret agent for the OSI (Office of 
Scientific Intelligence) made the series popular, even with 
viewers who weren’t normally sci-fi buffs.
 Science fiction aside, for nearly all of human history, 
some people have needed prosthetic limbs. For centuries, 
limb replacements usually consisted of crude wooden 
replicas. Early prosthetics developments involved minor 
improvements, such as split-hook grips and the SACH 
(Solid Ankle, Cushion Heel) foot from the 1950s, which 
offered greater stability. Improvements also included 
mechanical, articulated joints and changes in socket 
designs. Some limbs began to offer control via cables 
attached to muscles elsewhere on the body. Eventually, 
electrodes attached to existing muscles could use the 
electrical signals from the muscle to power the limb. 

Another version of this approach—targeted muscle 
reinnervation (TMR)—requires surgery to move severed 
nerves to muscles elsewhere that can then control the 
limb through their electrical signals.
 Still, the limbs themselves needed more development, 
especially in replicating complex joint and muscle activity 
or the biomechanics of walking or using your arm. In the 
1990s, the first lower limbs with microprocessor-controlled 
knees became available. This advancement ushered in the 
era of robotic or bionic replacement limbs. These limbs 
include more than just articulation and control technology. 
Modern bionic limbs have actuators (motors) and energy 
sources, as well as embedded computers (processors) and 
sensors. This means the limbs can not only produce the 
muscle power needed to result in a real-world walking gait 
or hand grip, but they can also adjust stiffness as needed 
to respond to varying conditions.
 In addition to making improvements in limb function 
and power, researchers continue to work on improving the 
user’s control of the artificial limb. Researchers continue to 
explore building in true neural interfaces, so the user can 
use mind rather than muscle to control the limb.
 Many recent war veterans and survivors of the Boston 
Marathon bombing in 2013, for example, have been fitted 
with this sort of bionic limb technology. And the advances 
go beyond that. Other researchers have developed an exo-

skeleton or “wearable robot” 
than can help some paralyzed 
persons walk. Just think: in 
only about 40 years, robotics 
has evolved far enough to 
transform bionics from a pop 
culture sci-fi fantasy to a 
reality helping people achieve 
a better quality of life after a 
difficult loss.

Cutting Edge

The commercially available 
BiOM Ankle System 
includes embedded 
computers and sensors.

Tactile Perception Tactile perception, 
or touch, is another critical sense. A robot 
can be built with any level of strength, since 
it’s made of steel and motors. How does a 
robot capable of lifting a car pick up an egg 
in the dark without dropping it or crushing 
it? The answer is by having a sense of touch. 
The robot must not only be able to feel an 
object, but also be able to sense how much 
pressure it’s applying to the object. With 
this feedback, it can properly judge how 
hard to squeeze. Tactile perception is a very 
difficult area, and it may prove that simulat-
ing the human hand is even more difficult 
than simulating the human mind.
 Related to the sense of touch is the 
skill of dexterity, or hand-eye coordination. 
The challenge is to create a robot that can 
perform small actions, such as soldering tiny 
joints and placing a chip at the precise spot 
in a circuit board, within half a millimeter.

Locomotion Locomotion includes broad movements, such as walking. Getting a 
robot to move around isn’t easy. This area of science presents challenges, as locomotion 
requires maintaining balance within an endlessly changing set of variables. How does 
the program adjust for walking up a hill or down a set of stairs? What if the wind is 
blowing hard or a foot slips?
 Currently, most mobile robots work with wheels or treads, which limits their mobility 
in some circumstances, but makes them much easier to control. However, some robots, 
such as Raptor (by the Korea Advanced Institute of Science and Technology, or KAIST) 
and WildCat (by Boston Dynamics, now owned by X), running robots travel quickly on 
multiple legs in a motion that simulates an animal’s stride.

Navigation Related to perception, navigation deals with the science of moving 
a mobile robot through an environment. Navigation isn’t an isolated area of AI; it 
must work closely with a visual system or some other kind of perception system. 
Sonar, radar, mechanical “feelers,” and other perception systems have been tried in 
experiments.
 A robot can also plot a course to a location using an internal map created by a nav-
igational perception system. If the course is blocked or too difficult, the robot must be 
smart enough to backtrack so that it can try another route.

Moving Forward with Quantum Computing  
and More
The technology march continues, as researchers seek new approaches and new materials 
to tackle ever more complex problems in business and society. This last section previews 
technologies you will hear more about in the coming years.

13.5 Watch & Learn
Moving Forward with 
Quantum Computing 
and More
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a mobile robot through an environment. Navigation isn’t an isolated area of AI; it 
must work closely with a visual system or some other kind of perception system. 
Sonar, radar, mechanical “feelers,” and other perception systems have been tried in 
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 A robot can also plot a course to a location using an internal map created by a nav-
igational perception system. If the course is blocked or too difficult, the robot must be 
smart enough to backtrack so that it can try another route.

Moving Forward with Quantum Computing  
and More
The technology march continues, as researchers seek new approaches and new materials 
to tackle ever more complex problems in business and society. This last section previews 
technologies you will hear more about in the coming years.

13.5 Watch & Learn
Moving Forward with 
Quantum Computing 
and More

To pick up a delicate 
object like a grape without 
crushing it, a robotic hand 
must be equipped with 
tactile perception—that 
is, the ability to both feel 
the object and sense 
how much pressure it is 
applying to the object.

Article 
Haptics
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Quantum Computing
Quantum computing represents the next wave 
of computing technology beyond supercom-
puters. Rather than being based on binary on/
off states, like a traditional computer, a quantum 
computer operates based on many superposi-
tions of states. Rather than evaluating on/off bits, 
a quantum computer evaluates qubits (short for 
quantum bits), which can represent on/off as well 
as a number of other probable superpositions of 
those states. A quantum computer manipulates 
qubit states via quantum logic gates, as dictated 
by a quantum algorithm (or pattern for the gates).
 Because some level of probability factors 
into how a quantum computer operates, it can 
only provide a solution within known probabil-
ities, as opposed to an absolute correct or incor-
rect solution. In other words, while a digital 
computer based on binary operation provides 
yes/no outcomes by nature, a quantum computer 
provides for many more possibilities in between.
 According to D-Wave Systems, a maker of 
commercial quantum computing hardware and 
software, quantum computing has applications 
for the most complex problems being tackled 
today. For example, D-Wave’s systems can be 
used to simulate protein folding to better under-
stand biological challenges and aid in drug devel-
opment. Quantum computing can also be used 
for advanced machine learning, and to automate 
complex tasks such as recognizing objects in 
photos to tag them for an archive or cataloging 
news articles by title.
 Operating a quantum computer presents 
some challenges. For example, a D-Wave system 
must run at cold temperatures (near absolute 
zero). According to the company’s website, the 
latest system is “cooled to 150x colder than inter-
stellar space.” In addition, it operates in a vacuum 
and uses magnetic shield protection.
 In late 2013, Google launched its Quantum 
Computing Artificial Intelligence Lab (QuAIL), 
using D-Wave equipment and technical assis-
tance from NASA. The Google-NASA partner-
ship hopes to use its quantum computer to solve 
complex problems relating to space flight and optimization challenges, such as air 
traffic control. Google AI is also developing quantum processors and algorithms.

Article 
Shor’s Algorithm

Quantum computers use qubit processors, like this 
quantum processing unit shown in a D-Wave system. 
D-Wave quantum computers require extremely cold operating 
temperatures, as well as a vacuum and magnetic shielding.
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New Approaches to Computer Architecture  
and Communications
In addition to quantum computing, other new approaches to computer design may 
lead to significant increases in computing capabilities:

• More cores. Beyond today’s top-end consumer-level CPUs with 6 or 8 cores, 
researchers are exploring processor designs including dozens of cores, each with 
its own router. Such processors will function as a “network on a chip,” eliminat-
ing the bottleneck of having a single bus to transmit calculated data from the 
various cores.

• Neurosynaptic computing. Neurosynaptic 
computing (also called cognitive computing) aims 
to mimic the functioning of the human brain 
through greater interconnectivity among memory, 
processors, and communications. IBM’s TrueNorth 
synaptic system, which uses an array of neurosyn-
aptic chips, is an example of this technology.

• Hybrid memory cube. This developing RAM 
technology uses significantly less energy and moves 
data 15 or more times faster than DDR3 DRAM 
technology. A hybrid memory cube layers vertical 
stacks of dynamic RAM on a logic (control) layer. 
Through-silicon via (TSV) interconnects provide 
the communications links between the layers. 

• Quantum internet. This form of wireless communication uses quantum signals 
of entangled quantum particles. One advantage of quantum internet would be 
greater security, as transmission would be protected by quantum cryptography, 
using quantum key distribution (QKD). Researchers in China have launched a 
quantum communications satellite to test and refine this technology. 

• Li-Fi. Li-Fi is LED-based wireless communications that is 100 times faster than 
Wi-Fi. While only useful over short distances, Li-Fi could present advantages in 
such settings as hospitals and airplane interiors, where it wouldn’t interfere with 
other devices. Because Li-Fi cannot penetrate walls or doors, it also might offer 
greater security in some settings.

Article 
Keeping Up with 
New Tech through 
Certification

Quantum Cryptography
A security technology called quantum cryptography has 
yet to be placed in wide use due to technical challenges. 
(The current method requires a dark fiber—or private 
fiber—connection and is limited to a distance of 100 
kilometers.) This technology requires fiber-optic transmis-
sion of the encryption key. The photons of data transmit-
ted over fiber optic may have multiple states, including 
polarity—the direction in which the photons vibrate. The 
companion decryption key with “entangled” matches for 
each photon only works if the decryption key has not been 

“disturbed” by someone trying to intercept or eavesdrop 
on it. This is because according to theory, any eaves-
dropping will change the state of paired photons in the 
decryption key, causing the two keys not to match. Japa-
nese researchers have proposed an alternative method of 
sending a phase-modulated photon signal that is split into 
two signals with a random delay at the receiving end. The 
split signals then can be superimposed and decoded as 
photons. The recipient can ask the sender to confirm the 
pulse numbers. Research in this field continues. 

Cutting Edge

IBM Research has 
developed neurosynaptic 
chips, which can nearly 
approach the speed and 
power efficiency of the 
human brain.
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New Technology Materials
Sometimes, the materials involved in creating new technologies can drive innovations 
as much as the designs themselves. Many exciting materials await us on the technology 
horizon:

• Nanotechnology. Nanotechnology involves creating material at the atomic 
or molecular level, which will allow us to create increasingly smaller devices 
and components over time. In the future, it may be possible to create proces-
sors using carbon nanotubes, or nanoscale tubes—in this case, made of carbon 
molecules. More compact processors could operate much faster and conserve 
power. Carbon nanotube processors in a supercomputer such as Watson, for 
example, could consume 1,000 times less power.

• Graphene. Graphene is essentially a sheet of graphite that’s one atom thick 
and is sometime called a nanomaterial. It’s harder than a diamond and can 
conduct electricity 1,000 times better than copper, which is commonly used in 
computer wiring. While graphene has just recently been isolated as a substance, 
its possible future applications include making denser and faster integrated 
circuits, and reinforcing plastics while also enabling them to conduct electricity.

• Amorphous metal alloys and sapphire glass. Amorphous metal alloys 
are also known as a bulk metallic glass (BMG). Unlike with other metals, 
which have a regular crystalline atomic structure (leading to the possibil-
ity of fractures and weaknesses), the amorphous (irregular) structure elim-
inates grains and other weaknesses. And unlike other metals, which must 
be milled, BMG can be injection molded into a variety of complex shapes. 
Sapphire glass isn’t glass at all, but is instead sapphire mineral “grown” in a 
furnace in a block called a boule that can then be sliced using a diamond saw 
or laser. If a saw is used, it must be a diamond saw because diamond is the only 
material harder than sapphire. Sapphire glass is an incredibly hard and scratch- 
resistant material. Sapphire glass may therefore be instrumental in creating 
more compact mobile devices.

• Self-healing materials. These materials go beyond being scratchproof. They 
can crack, but when the type of fiber composite substance they are composed 
of breaks, it breaks apart further, prompting some of its compounds to remix 
and repolymerize, thus healing the material. Self-healing materials are ideal for 
devices used in rugged settings, as any scratches quickly fix themselves.

Article 
New Battery and Fuel 
Technologies

Self-healing materials are 
made of a fiber composite 
substance that can remix 
and repolymerize, thus 
healing surface scratches.
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Chapter Summary
13.1 Making Old Tech New
Convergence occurs when two or more technologies come together to make some-
thing new. Computing and communications technologies have been converging with 
the technologies from other industries to make old tech new. For example, in the 
electric power industry, a smart grid involves using computing and communications 
technologies to upgrade and replace aging parts of the power transmission grid, result-
ing in new capabilities (such as the ability to reroute power around outages). Smart 
meters also enable two-way communications with customer sites to enhance monitor-
ing and provide more data to customers. 
 In the medical field, the term mHealth refers to the use of various connected 
devices to enhance patient monitoring and healthcare. Smart medical devices use 
sensors to gather data from contact with the patient. Many can communicate data 
wirelessly to a PC or the cloud. Other smart medical devices include implantable 
sensors, digital stethoscopes, and surgical robots. Patients may use mobile apps to 
track health information, as well as using free online medical records services or a 
health provider’s patient portal.
 In the transportation industry, sensors, computing, and communications are being 
used to optimize fuel consumption and increase safety and reliability. Now, even jet 
engines and locomotive engines may use such technology. Smart city technology uses 
IoT sensors and communications to gather data about various aspects of city activity 
and services. The concept of a smart sustainable city (SSC) goes even further, adding 
eco-conscious features along with basic smart city technologies out of a concern for 
making sure that growth is sustainable for citizens over the long term.

13.2 Exploring Added Dimensions in Print, Display,  
and More
3-D printing (3-DP), or additive manufacturing, refers to the ability to use printer- 
like technology to output three-dimensional objects using any of a variety of materials. 
The user sends a 3-D design file to the printer, which deposits layers of material to 
build the object. Many 3-D printers accept files using the .stl file extension. 3-D 
printers use a variety of methods to deposit the material, including extrusion, granular, 
laminated, and light polymer. Materials for 3-D printing include plastics, metal, 
precious metal clays, and more. 
 Generally created by splitting laser light, a hologram appears as a 3-D image, 
either still or motion. Technology such as the Quantum Photonic Imager (QPI) 
microchip, which has micro LEDs, enables handheld and other devices to display 
holograms. The term virtual reality (VR) describes the concept of creating a realis-
tic world within a computer. Instead of being a complete virtual world, augmented 
reality (AR) combines physical, real-world content with computer information such 
as graphics, video, GPS data, sound, or your own writing or drawing. Mixed reality 
(MR) merges real and virtual worlds, enabling real-time interaction.

13.3 Pursuing Innovation through Special Projects Labs
Research & development (R&D) involves the process of creating and commercial-
izing new technologies and products for new markets. A skunkworks team operates 
outside the normal rules that can constrain R&D, so the team can pursue extreme 
innovations. Special projects labs are modern skunkworks operations.

Chapter Summary 
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 X, the Alphabet special projects lab, has been developing self-driving cars and a 
blood glucose- monitoring contact lens. Facebook and Microsoft have also established 
special projects labs.

13.4 Pushing the Limits with Artificial Intelligence
Artificial intelligence (AI) is a field of computer science that focuses on creating 
machines that think, or that can at least perform tasks traditionally associated only 
with human beings. There are three major branches of artificial intelligence, each with 
different goals: cognitive science, natural interface, and robotics.
 Cognitive science focuses on imitating human thought and learning. AI systems 
that play chess, for example, fall into this category. An intelligent agent provides a 
helping hand when learning applications or performing complicated steps. A genetic 
algorithm uses an evolutionary process to design a physical object. A fuzzy logic 
system allows making inferences from less than complete data. A neural network 
straightforwardly attempts to model the physical behavior of the human brain. 
Machine learning comprises an AI system that can learn from data. In deep learning, 
the computer learns using data representations rather than specific task algorithms.
 A major area of AI application involves the creation of a more natural interface 
between human and machine. Speech recognition trades in the mouse and keyboard 
for a microphone and speakers, allowing the user to talk to the machine directly. A 
mental interface is experimental, and actually allows a user to control a computer 
through thought alone.
 Robotics involves the creation of computers that can move and act autonomously. 
Robotics is perhaps the most difficult area of AI, as it requires the combination of 
software and physics working in harmony. Getting a computer to understand what 
it sees (visual perception) and hears (audio perception) to interpret what’s going on 
in the world around it involves very advanced fields of research. In general, it’s much 
easier to program a computer to play chess than it is to teach it locomotion tricks 
(such as walking on two legs).

13.5 Moving Forward with Quantum Computing   
and More
A quantum computer operates based on many superpositions of states. Rather than 
function according to on/off bits, a quantum computer evaluates qubits (quantum 
bits), which can represent on/off as well as a number of other probable superpositions 
of those states. Emerging technologies include CPUs with more cores, new wireless 
communications methods, and neurosynaptic computing. New materials, such as 
nanotubes and graphene, also may lead to leaps in computing capabilities.

Key Terms
Numbers indicate the pages where terms are first cited with their full definition in the chapter. 
An alphabetized list of key terms with definitions is included in the end-of-book glossary. 
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13.2 Exploring Added Dimensions in Print,  
Display, and More
3-D printing (3-DP), 574
additive manufacturing, 574
.stl file extension, 575
hologram, 577

virtual reality (VR), 578
augmented reality (AR), 579
mixed reality (MR), 579

13.3 Pursuing Innovation through Special Projects Labs
research & development (R&D), 580
skunkworks, 580

special projects lab, 580

13.4 Pushing the Limits with Artificial Intelligence
artificial intelligence (AI), 582
cognitive science, 583
intelligent agent, 583
knowledge engineer, 583
inference engine, 583
genetic algorithm, 584
mutation, 584
crossover, 584
fuzzy logic system, 585
neural network, 585
machine learning, 585
deep learning, 586
natural interface, 586
natural language interface, 587

natural language processing (NLP), 
 587
chatbot, 587
mental interface, 587
robotics, 588
android, 588
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stereoscopic vision, 589
audio perception, 589
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Chapter Exercises
Complete the following exercises to assess your understanding of the material covered  
in this chapter.

Tech to Come: Brainstorming New Uses

In groups or individually, contemplate the following questions and develop as many 
answers as you can.
1.  Animals learn behaviors by getting positive reinforcement and rewards, such  

as dog treats. Some researchers are using animals as models to build machine- 
learning algorithms. The researchers are hoping robots and devices such as smart-
phones can learn in a similar manner. How might this technology improve the 
capabilities of a smartphone? What repetitive tasks might it eliminate, saving the 
smartphone user from having to perform them over and over again?

2.  This chapter discusses different methods and materials that can be used in 3-D 
printing. Researchers around the world are experimenting with the potential of 
this technology. For example, entire houses have been built with 3-D printing, 
and in England, the first 3-D hamburger was printed. Think about the potential 
of this technology, and list possible future applications for it. How will consumers 
benefit from 3-D printing technology?

Tech Literacy: Internet Research and Writing

Conduct internet research to find the information described, and then develop appropriate 
written responses based on your research. Be sure to document your sources using the MLA 
format. (See Chapter 1, Tech Literacy: Internet Research and Writing, page 37, to review 
MLA style guidelines.)
1.  Research the smart grid further. What impacts might it have on your life? On a 

larger scale, use statistics to indicate the impact the smart grid could have on the 
United States and its environment.

2.  Technology has had significant effects on the healthcare field. Document how 
technological developments affect day-to-day healthcare operations. How have 
these developments affected operating costs and employees?

3.  Technology has impacted the field of transportation in several positive ways, 
including improving safety, reducing harmful environmental effects, and improv-
ing travel times. Research and summarize how technology has impacted the field 
of transportation. Include statistics in your report.

4.  A lot of exciting developments are centered around 3-D display technology. 
Research 3-D display technology, and describe products and technology options 
not discussed in this chapter that are currently on the market as well as products 
in development. Include visuals and product prices in your report.

5.  This chapter discussed artificial intelligence technology trends. Research break-
throughs in artificial intelligence and describe at least three recent breakthroughs 
not discussed in this chapter. Reflect on the impact the breakthrough technology 
will have.

Terms Check

Knowledge Check

Key Principles

Tech Illustrated
3-D Printing Methods 
and Materials

Tech Illustrated
Three Primary Areas of 
Artificial Intelligence

Chapter Exercises

Chapter Exam
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Tech Issues: Team Problem-Solving

In groups, develop possible solutions to the issues presented.
1.  Quantum computers are projected to be the next wave of computing technol-

ogy beyond supercomputers. However, issues and challenges are associated with 
operating these computers. Research the issues and challenges associated with 
quantum computers, and then discuss possible solutions. When do you predict 
this technology will be widely available?

2.  This chapter discusses new materials, such as graphene and amorphous metal 
alloys, that will be used in computers and devices of the future. There is a strong 
consumer demand for new technology, but what will happen to all the old tech-
nology? How should old technology, some of which is still usable, be recycled or 
disposed of?

Tech Timeline: Predicting Next Steps

Artificial intelligence and multimedia are two evolving technologies that will continue 
to change the way we work with computers. A major area of advancement that both 
applications affect is the nature of the computer interface. To date, multimedia has played 
a bigger role in interface changes than has AI, but AI will be an even bigger player in 
the near future. Add to the timeline below, which lists developments in multimedia and 
artificial intelligence, some predictions for the future.
1984  Apple introduces the Macintosh computer with a graphic user interface (GUI) 

and a mouse.

1990  Microsoft releases Windows 3.0, and this significantly increases the use of a 
mouse as opposed to a keyboard to select commands. 

1993  The number of World Wide Web servers grows rapidly worldwide.

1995  The US Marine Corps requests a modification of the popular computer game 
Doom for military training purposes.

1997  IBM’s Deep Blue supercomputer beats chess champion Garry Kasparov.

2001  Microsoft releases early speech recognition technology in its Office products.

2002  The US Transportation Security Administration (TSA) tests facial recognition 
software at airports to identify potential terrorists.

2003  Chess master Garry Kasparov plays a game against IBM’s Deep Junior 
computer that ends in a tie.

2005  A Japanese student is arrested for developing “bots” that beat up online 
gaming characters and steal their goods.

2006  A robotic lizard pet named Pleo is released; it interacts with its environment 
through touch, motion, sight, and sound.

2009  Using a robotically controlled tactile sensing device, doctors can detect cancer 
tissue more accurately and conduct examinations and surgery less invasively.

2009  In a Jeopardy! challenge, IBM’s Watson computer defeats its human opponents.

2011  Apple introduces an intelligent personal assistant called Siri that uses natural 
language to answer questions, make recommendations, and perform actions.
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2014  Microsoft develops Project Adam, a new system for machine learning and 
artificial intelligence that’s able to identify different breeds of dogs.

2016  The National Highway Traffic Safety Administration says that the artificial 
intelligence system developed for the Google self-driving car project (now 
Waymo) will be interpreted as a driver by federal regulations.

Ethical Dilemmas: Group Discussion and Debate

As a class or within an assigned group, discuss the following ethical dilemma.
By 2019, an estimated 2.6 million industrial robots were working worldwide. Many 
of these robots have replaced humans in performing jobs. As technology progresses, 
what will the workforce of the future look like? Research jobs that are predicted to 
be replaced by robots and then discuss these questions:

• What does the use of robots mean for the workforce of the future?
• Do companies have a responsibility to retrain workers for different jobs if they 

are being replaced by robots?
• Would you trust a robot with tasks such as filling your prescription or driving 

you to an appointment?
• Are some tasks better suited to robots than humans?
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